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2 candidates get
cut from the race
Both to appeal Dean of Student's decisi·on
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

The Dean of Students office
has '!"Uled two presidential
tickets ineligible.
In a memo sent to the Election Commission Friday, Dean
of Students Charles W. Brown
said th e followjng candidates
have been cleared to h old position s of leader ship: J ames
Hawl ey, J eff Laing, Brian
McClure, Mar c Singer, Vincent "Dash" Wen drzyk and
Jason DiBona. Two candidates
were not cleared: Christopher
Iller and Don Taylor.
Taylor said he was told by
Brown he is not eligible because he does not have a 2. 0
UCFGPA
However, one of the rulings
may be a violation of university regulations concerning
participation in Student Government as set forth in The
Golden Rule, the book containing the regulations UCF
operates un der .
Taylor, a presidential candidate, said th e rule does not
apply to him because he graduated from Polk Community
R. Scott Homer/CENTRAL FLORIDA f'UTURE
College in Dec. 1970 and the
Orange County firefighters let smoke out of an elevator motor room in the Biology building WedUniversity of West Florida in
nesday after sparks caught insulation and hydraulic fluid on fire. The fire was quickly extinguished.
1972.
According to his final transcripts from those schools, he
has a 2.6 GPA from PCC and a
3.41 GPA from UWF with a
bachelor's
degree in communihave
an
exam
today,"'
one
professor
said.
by Eric Dentel
"The alarm went off, but it sounded kind of cation arts. He is in his first
MANAGING EDITOR
muffled, so we thought maybe they were just semester at UCF.
Taylor also said the displaying," Air Force ROTC staff member Marty
This fire alarm was the real thing.
qualification is illegal because
Fioramanti said.
~ short-circuiting elevator motor started a
The Orange County Fire Department put out all students are guaranteed
fire n ext to an elevator shaft in the Biology
building Wednesday morning, but a series of the fire quickly, and the building was reopened the right t9 participate in student government. He cites a
fal se alarms convinced many students, faculty within 30 minutes.
"There was more smoke than fire," said Lt. phrase in The Golden Rule.
and staff members who heard this one to stay
The section he cites says all
pu t. UCF police had to round them up.
see FIRE page 5 students are entitled to certain
"My first comment was 'Oh, someone must

Sparks cause fire in Biology

CAMPAIGN
· 1990
rights immediately upon enrollment, including the right
to participate in Student Governmen t .
Brown confirmed this, saying SG's election statutes say
all candidates must have a 2. 0
UCF GPA However, the statute does not specify whether
the requirement applies only
to presidential candidates or
to all candidates for office.
Brown said he had interpreted the statutes to mean
that all candidates need to
have a 2. 0 UCF GPA He said
they may also be interpreted to
mean all students who are not
on academic probation may
run for office.
Taylor said the statute conflicts with another statute
which says senatorial candidates may be in their first
semester at UCF. He said the
statutes do not prevent a first
semester student's running for
president.
Taylor and Wendrzyk, his
run ning mate, met Sunday
with themembersof AlphaPhi
Omega, a coed service fraternity, t o discuss the matter, as
well as the campaign in general.
At the meeting, Taylor said
t hat over the last year, student
government has become a
"closed society," where secrecy
has become commonplace.
"But most of all, it's become
a patronage government,
where who you are, who you're
associated with and what
see DISQUALIFIED page 5

TemporarY recruiter to try
attracting more minorities
Staff Repo rt
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The position of minority recruiter at
UCF has been filled, at least temporarily, while UCF increases the salary and
position title to attract better candidates.
Recently, UC F hired Carl D.
Johnson to assume the job of minority
r ecruiter until UCF's second search for
a permanent one is complete.
At 3. 7 percent, black enrollment at
UCF is the lowest of the nine Florida
universities.
Johnson is a Michigan native who
said he was in search of work in the
Central Florida area. "I called UCF,
and they were looking," Johnson said.

''The timing was perfect."
He said his first task will be to visit
the high schools in Orange and surrounding counties.
In 1988, while Johnson was a recruiter at Olivet College (MI), the
minority population increased from 5
percent to 17 per cent. He also worked
as admissions advisor at Oakland
Univer sity, Rochest er (MI).
The position of minority recruiter
pas been upgraded to a full-time , yearlong position paying $21,000. During
the first search, UCF was offering a
$13,800 salary to fill a part-time position nine months out of the year.
An endeavor to find a recruiter besee MINORITIES page 4

M ke Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

TUNING OUT
Jason Boekelheide on string bass and Michael Howley on nylon guitar break for
an afternoon session in front of the Humantities and Fine Arts Building.
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PRESIDENT'S
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
PURPOSE:

The Council serves U.C.F. as official
student ambassadors, both on and
off campus.

ELIGIBILITY:

Candidates should be degreeseeking students of Junior standing
or higher, with an overall minimum
G.P.A. of 3.0.
Candidates must have demonstrated leadership ability in University and community organizations.
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Applications are available in Admin. 282 and
are due for return Thursday, March 1st.
•
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Sign bill ~kill· e~ in
sen·a te meeti~g
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

The student senate Thursday killed a bill that
would have paid for eight signs asking people using
free studeh t government phones to limit their time on
them.
The bill, which originally would have placed a fiveminu~e limit on use of the free phones, was amended
twice during debate.
The first amendment changed the allocation from
f~mr signs at a cost of $100 to eight at $92.24.
Sen. Joe Justiri, who introduced both the bill and
the amendment, said he picked eight locations for
signs.
"These were the spots that I thought needed
.
[signs] the most," he said.
The eight locations were: by the financial aid
office, the- second and third floors of the library,
CEBA II, across from the Tropical Oasis, the Wild
Pizza and in the gym.
The second amendment, which Sen. Monica Vondruska introduced, deleted the five-minute limit.
Sen. David Mann spoke against the bill, saying he
could not read Justin's paper sample of the plastic
signs.
Mann, chairman of the Organizations, Administration and Finance Committee, said his committee
unanimously refused to recommend the bill.
"We have no way of making sure anybody will pay
attention to these signs," he said. "It's just throwing
$92.24 down the drain."
Sen. Scott Bowen agreed with Mann.
"We should be making sure the phones work," he
said.
However, Sen. Lisa Thieler supported the bill.
"All [the signs are] there to do is set ~precedent,"
she said.
The bill failed by a 14-10 vote.
The senate also took the following actions:
• Passed unanimously a bill paying $80 for two
bicycle tire pumps for student use and equipment to
prevent theft. The b:ill suggests locations at the bookstore complex and the Seminole Hall bike rack
• Passed unanimously a bill allocating $500 to pay
for a nationally acclaimed speaker for the Greek
Council's upcoming Alcohol Awareness Workshop
March 4.

• THE RACE OF GREEKS

The 3rd Annual UCF Greek
5K "Run for your Heart" is at 8
a.m. Saturday. All students
may entel' this 3.1 mile- fun
run.
An awards ceremony and
pizza party will be held at
Kelsey's for winners and highest percentage of partidpation
of fraternities and sororities.
The entry cost on or before
Feb. 7 is $5 and after Feb. 7 it
will go up to $6.
For more information call
Terri Langford at 275-5841.
• TEETER TOTTER

..•

The fifth annual "Teeter
Totter" fundraiser, sponsored
by Lambda Chi Alpha wi1l
start at noon on Wednesday.
All proceeds will benefit the
Muscular Distrophy Association.
Fraternity members in cooperation with Zeta Tau Alpha
sisters will teeter totter day
and night for three days.
For more information call
Mark Gordon at 277-4986.

Michael l...augNWCENTRAl FLORIDA FUTURE

Pulitzer Prize-winning author Toni Morrison greets Marylon D'Oronzio at a reception prior to Morrison's speech
about censorship and her works Thursday for UCF's Distinguished Author Series.

Censorship Morrison's target ·
National Endowment for the Arts failed to. provide
funding for photographer Roger Mapplethorpe,
whose homoerotic art was deemed pornographic by
Pulitzer Prize winning writer Toni Morrison dis- theNEA
cussed censorship and her works to an audience of
Although most of Morrison's discussion was on
nearly 800 people Thursday as the inaugural speaker censorship, she did read passages from her literafor UCF's Distinguished Author Series.
ture, culminating with the ending pages of Beloved,
At 58, Morrison has collected a Pulitzer Prize for which brought her a standing ovation.
her 1987 novel Beloved, and a National Book Critics
The lecture also marked the first time a class from
Circle Award for her 1977 novel Song of Solomon. FSU attended a literary event at UCF.
Other works by Morrison include Sula, Tar Baby and
Dr. Barbara Murray, an English professor at UCF,
The Bluest Eye. Her work often studjes the duality of said Morrison has the ability to touch her readers.
mankind through good and evil characters set in "Although she writes of the black experience, she
rural black America.
writes on such a scale so that all readers can come to
Throughout the evening, Morrison expounded her her work and understand her thoughts on the human
views on censorship. Morrison, a strident opponent of condition," Murray said.
censorship, criticized the governmental position on
the lack offunding for controversial art. Last year the
see MORRISON page 4
by Joseph Kaye

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Applicants should be of junior standing or higher, with a
cumulative GPA of 3.0 or
above and should have demonstrated leadership ability
through campus and community involvement. A completed
application, two letters of recommendation and an interview are required.
Additional information and
~pplications are available in
the student affairs suite, ADM
282.
Applications are due by 5
p.m. March 1 in student affairs suite.
For more information contact Dr. Carol Wilson 2752824.
• SCHOLAR'S HOUSE

There wlll be openings
available in the BPW Scholarship House for summer and
fall terms 1990.
Applications are now available in the office of student
affairs, ADM 282 and are due
no later than 5 p.m. Match 19.
•TAYLOR BRANCH

• PLC SELECTIONS

The selection process for
The President1s Leadership
Coqncil for 1990-91 has begun.

To commemorate Black
History Month, the Campus
Activities 'Board will sponsor
speak~r, Taylor Branch.

Branch will speak at 7 :30
p.m. Thursday in the student
center auditorium.
Admission is free for UCF
students, faculty and staff.
General admission will be $2.
• ADDICTIONS GROUP

People who are struggling
with addictions such as alcohol, food, drugs and people
dependency can join a new
support group on campus.
The 12-step group will meet
at noon in the student center, .
room 211.
Sessions start Feb. 6 and
will continue every Tuesday
until school ends.
This is an anonymous group
and open to any who would like
to attend.
For more information contact Jill S. at 740-8955 in the
early morning or late evening.
• HOTEL SPEAKER

The public lecture, presented in cooperation with the
Central Florida Hotel and
Motel Association, will be delivered at 7:30 p.m. at the
Grosvernor Hotel, Lake Buena
Vista.
For additional information
on the program, call 275-2188.

neededforcourtcasesconcerning child abuse or neglect.
The next training will be an
all-day seminar on l\{arch 1 7.
Speakers will include attorneys, judges, psychologists
and other professionals working in the child abuse area.
For further details, call
Mandy Silvestris at 841-8310.

•JOB FAIR

The 1990 Central Florida
Job Fair will be held from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m. Thursday at the
Orlando Marriott on International Drive and Sand Lake
Road in Orlando.
The fair is a general employment event. Represented companies will be offering entry
level posistions and immediate interviews.
The admission and parking
are free to the public. No appointment necessary.
For more information call
the Job Fair hotline at 2634181.

The source of future hotel
staffs will be explored March 6
by Michael Leven, president • CHILD ABUSE AID
and chief executive officer of
The Legal Aid Society of the
Days Inns of America, Inc., in Orange County Bar Associaconjunction with the distin- tion is organizing a Guardian
guished lecturer serie·s spon- ad Litem Program to train
sored by UCF's hospitality volunteer assistants for attorneys. These assistants are
management department.

• SMARTER WOMEN

(CPS) For the first time
ever, more women than men
are attending college, the U.S.
Department of Education reported in mid-January.
At UCF 51 % of the students
currently enro}Jed are females.
The number of women registered for classes on the
nation's campuses almost :
doubled since 1970, the Educa- .
tion Dept. report, "Fall Enrollment in Institutions of High
Education, 1987," found.
In 1987, there were 6.8 million women enrolled, compared to 5.9 million men, the
report added.
"There's a greater independence-among women now," ·
explained Donna Shavlik of
the Americ~n Council on
Education's office ofWomen in
Higher Education.

4
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he started his search for an
author who would lecture to
FROM PAGE 3
UCF students.
It took several calls, howMore praise came from Dr. ever, to persuade Morrison to
John Schell, the chairman of Gome down to UCF from her
the English department, who post at Princeton University,
predicted a Nobel Prize in where she is a humanities
professor. Morrison rarely
Morrison's future.
According to Schell, Morri- appears in public, and refused
son was the -first choice when the offer to come down the first

time she was approached by
UCF.
.
The Morrison event was
sponsored by the UCF English
department as was part of the
Distinguished Author Series.
Morrison was paid $12,000 for
her appearance.
UCF is committed to the
Distinguished Author Series
for at least five more years.

applicants must hold a
master's
degree in an approFROM PAGE 1
priate area of specialization or
a bachelor's degree with two
gan in October when the first years directly related to professearch committee reviewed 41 sional work experience, acapplicat ions.
cording to Belle.
Four finalists were chosen
Richard Sherrod, a student
and the selection was nar- on the original search commitrowed down to a clerical em- tee and president of the UCF
ployee already working for the chapter of the African American
Student
university. After
being sent to the
Union, said as
office of Affirmafar
as
the
tive Action, the
committee was
concerned, they
com m i t t e e ' s
had met the rechoice was disqualified.
qu ir em en t s
when they recAccording to
Janet Balanoff,
ommended the
UCF's Affirmacandidate.
Sherrod said
tive Action director,
the
the committee
committee's final
was informed by
Balanoff at th e
choice for the
position was disCarl D. Johnson
very beginning of
qualified because
th e sear ch as to
the candidate didn't meet th e what the requirements would
be for the position, and they
qualifications required.
Balanoff said the commit- · followed them.
uI've been in a lot of searches
tee was using an incorrect job
description because it did not and this is the first time I've
specify supervisory or man- seen something like this,"
agement experience.
Sherrod said.
The job description for the
He said UCF's efforts to find
position states that interested a recruiter may be too little and

too late.
uThe university is really
showing its concern [for low
minority enrollment] by offering such a low salary," Sherrod
said.
"That's peanuts when you
look at the qualifications they
expect from candidates.
"UCF needs to make an effort in recruiting all students,
but they should correct the
situation that has festered
from poor recruiting efforts in
the past. That will take a long
time," Sherrod said.
"There are students that
are more than qualified to
come to UCF, but they don't
because they think UCF
doesn't have an interest in
them," Sherrod said.
Belle said the recruiter's
responsibility will be to work
with pr ospective studen ts,
both high school an d adults
and assist a minority recruitment committee in expanding
its outreach programs.
According to Belle, the outreach programs and techniques will include participating at high school career days,
scheduling tours of campus
and using both radio and television.

MORRISON

MINORITIES

Car Problem? Call Us For Help
Expert Mechanical Works (all models)
Tune up, Breaks, Oil Change, Detailing
UCF Student Discount

..

678-7100
2420 N. For~yth Road

•

3(1().5626

'O APPONl"ME.''T .iECESSARY

Each salon independently owned and operated

© fantastic Sam'

lnlematJonal, Inc. 1989

DON'.T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME!
Applications now available for 1990-1991 Team

MINIMUM

APPLICATIONS
AVAI ·LABLE

REQUIREMENTS
• 2.5 Overall G.P.A., 3.0
Graduate Students
• Available to work during 'lb
·the Summer Semester, 19-SS
• Minimum of 24 Semester
Hours completed by Spring

90at UCF
•, Good interpersonal skills

Application
Deadline
Feb. 16th,

• Counseling & Testing
• Student Affairs
•Kiosk
• Student Center Main
Desk
• l\fain office of your
college

1990

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL COUNSELING & TESTING, X-2811

•

It

•

•
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ATTENTION . PARENTS
.
.
.

Housing is critical. Rents
are going up every month!
•

YOU DO HAVE A CHOICE

•

Our 2 bedroom, 2
bath is designed with
the student in mind.
Financing tailored to
fit your needs. Minimum down. Mortgage
payment LESS THAN

___..--

-

~

·Fox
Hunt

Lanes

MOST RENTALS.
1 mile south of the

University on Alafaya
Trail

282-4393
STOWELL BUILDERS
*Based on FHA guidelines

5

Brown's ruling to SG Attorney
General Lori Dickes, who said
FROM PAGE 1
she would rule on the matter
Monday afternoon.
Iller, Hawley's running
groups you're a member of is
mate,
said he is a graduate
more important than your
student taking three hours,
skills and talents," he saiq.
"I just want you to know which was why he was ruled
that we are going to run an ineligible.
However, he believes the reopen student government," he
said, adding that both he and quirement of five hours for
Wendrzyk will post office graduate students applies to
hours and anyone with a con- the term being run for, not the
cern will be able to walk in and term campaigning takes place
in. He said he also plans to
talk to them .
Taylor plans to appeal appeal the decision.

DISQUALIFIED

smoke coming out of the louvers on the elevator room door.
FROM PAGE 1
After trying to open the door
and seeing flames, he called
Steven Carr, an Orange campus police and pulled the
County firefighter. "It was real alarm.
The elevator was shut down
minor."
Sparks from the elevator for about a day for repairs.
The elevator motor room,
motor apparently ignited oil
on the floor and in insulation which is located next to the
around the motor, according to elevator shaft, is supposed to
be sealed to stop smoke from
Physical Plant employees.
No one was in the elevator seeping into the shaft itself.
when the fire started, and no But a small gap where a pipe
passed through the wall alinjuries were reported.
Joe Slade, a maintenance lowed smoke into the shaft.
Physical Plant employees
electrician with Physical
Plant, noticed the fire as he said the gap will be closed to
was leaving the building about keep the problem from re-oc9:45 a.m. Slade said he saw curing.

FIRE

BORN ON THE 4TH OF JULY (R)
2:00.5:00-8:00-10:30
BACK TO THE FUTURE II (PG)
TREMORS (PG-13)
2:30-5:00-7:30-9:30 (passes suspended) 2:20-4:20-6:20-8:20-10:20
LOOK WHO 'S TALKING (PG)
THE LITTLE MERMAID (G)
8:00.10:00
2:00-4:0J-6:00 (posses suspended)
AlWAYS (PG)
STEllA (PG-13) (posses suspended)
2:l ()-4:30-7:15-9:45
1:45-3:50-5:55-8:05-10:20

TODAY IS SUPER TUESDAY, All SEATS, All SHOWS $2.~0
except BACK TO THE FUTURE PART 11

••

·
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Admini·s tration's
lip service makes
faculty mouth off
The problem oflow faculty and staff morale
has surfaced again. It was a carry-over from
President Trevor Colbourn's administration of
almost a year ago, and the hopes of eradicating
it were high when President Steven Altman
took office.
The hQneymoon is definitely over.
It seems the faculty senate is unhappy with
the amount of time Altman has taken in addressing issues which he himself admitted
needed to be looked into.
One of the most important issues he needed to
address was low morale.
As of yet, the faculty has not received a
response concerning the administration's efforts or intentions. But that in itself is a response since the faculty's low morale is mostly
a result of the poor communication and cooperation between the two parties.
For example, the faculty senate is peeved
because they weren't involved in the decision to
clear that large patch of land ...at the front of
campus.
And, they say when the administration does
act as if they are listening to them, they are
simply acting.
The faculty believes administration's responses to problems are predetermined, basically making any discussion between the administration and faculty as worthwhile as a
patronizing pat on the back.
The faculty senate calls it "lip service," pure
and simple.
Altman's gentle nature and bright smile only
got him so far. He'll need to show actual results
if he wants to bridge the gap between the administration and the faculty.

No right on red dulls
the new traffic light
Last week the intersection of Libra Drive and
Gemini Boulevard (near the place where you
pay your parking tickets) finally got a traffic
light. During rush hours, Research Park and
university traffic through that intersection gets
backed up and the light was needed. Perhaps
the same can be said for the road in front of the
Administration building.
Unfortunately, right turns on a red light are
not allowed at the Libra-Gemini light. What is
a help during crunch time becomes a hindrance
at off hours.

CmtralFloridaFbture
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When Madis.on Ave. gets cranked up
The recent tossing around of legalizing drugs
comes at an awkward time for Washington's funloving mayor, Marion Barry.
Barry recently went on record and cleared up
something that has been plaguing my meager mind
for some time now: just what kind of cocaine does the
mayor of the nation's capital prefer.
Friends, associates, lovers, Washington police and
FBI agents tend to think Barry prefers the smooth,
e~tra-tilt flavor of pipe-smoked crack.
However, Barry's statement proved everybody
wrong. According to the story in Friday's USA Today,
Barry came clean and said he prefers the crisp, cool
snoots of powdered cocaine.
I personally think Barry was caught just a tad too
early.
What if, speaking hypothetically of course, drugs
were legalized and then the public found out about
Barry's social graces?
First of all, if drugs suddenly became legal, I just
don't think Barry would be the only politician caught
with coke on his face. But think of the commercial
aspects of it all. I can see it now:
"Mayor Marion Barry," the television announcer
says over footage of Barry shaking hands and giving
speeches. "Cool. Calm. In charge. He's the mayor."
Enter jingle: "Buy that man some cocaine ... "
"Yes, he's the mayor, and he doesn't settle for
anything less than the fresh, powdery taste of Columbian Extra Gold."
Then there would be the commercials with a conscience:
"It's the right toot now!" -Barry mingles with city
officials, all with white residue on the tips of their
noses.
"BUT NOT NOW!" - Barry giving a speech.
"It's the right smack now!" -Barry and the presi-

dent sharing a vial after a tennis game.
"BUT NEVER, EVER, NO WAY JOSE, NOT IN A
TRILLION YEARS, YOU'RE Jl)ST PLAIN GOOFY
IF YOU DO IT NOW ... " - Barry waving to reporters
as he is entering a hotel with Rasheeda Moore.
"Coooooke lite. It's the right blow now."
And for those readers who are still with me - a
reward. The staff of The Central Florida Future has
composed a rap song for the powder-loving mayor,
sung to the tune of"Bust a Move" by Young MC.

•

Best friend Harry
Has a brother Larry
Sold fiue rocks o' crack to Mayor Barry
He hopes he'll get off easy - if he can
Cause now people thinks he's Sleazy man
You say "neat-a"
Jesse say "Oh no
Barry wish he hadn't picked up the tele phon-o
11

•

This sister was chillin'
Barry was illin'
Video showed that he was willin'
FBI guys yelling everywhere
Don't just stand there
Bust the mayor...

P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865

Editor in Chief

• DO THE RIGHT THING

R. Scott Horner
Managing Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Cppy Editor
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Photo Editor
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Ad Production Manager
Advertising Staff

Eric Dentel
Lauren Curtis
Bill Foxworthy
John Citrone
Jennifer Offenburger
Deborah Cunningham
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Lara E. Hutchison
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Opinions expressed In The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
colurmlst and not necessarily those of the Board o1 Publications, Universtty Administration,
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must.be typed, maxlmumo1300 words and lnctude
the author's slgnarure, major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
and space and become the copyrighted propeny of the newspaper. Names may be withheld
but the newspaper reserves the right to refuse publication of any letter. The Central Florida
Future Is a free.non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during tM academic year and
weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.

Editor:
To all my fellow students of
color, what the hell up? It's that
time again when we matter at
UCF. Sooner or later some all-of-asudden, friendly, smiling, howare-you, vote-for-me candidate is
going to be in your face trying to
get your vote in the upcoming student body elections.
Well, this is a word for the wise
and efficient: Don't be fooled like
we were last year.
Our vote alone put the present
administration in office. It has
shown no interest in our concerns.
I guess amnesia was going around
and they caught it.
Just 12 months ago they were
waving to us, shaking our hands

and showing us to the ballot box. smile but a mind of your own.
Now they walk by and won't even
acknowledge us. One would think
Nathan B. Brooken
they would have at least given
communication
some deserving, qualified brother
or sister a cabinet position, but
they didn't.
"_Letters ~o_iiG·Y :
So, what do we do? First, we
remember what Malcolm told us; · · · The Central Florida·· Future
second, what Martin marched for;
encourages ·its readers·to .write
and finally, that promises will no
letters to the editor on subjects
longer suffice. Action must come . of inter~st to the student qody .:
into being.
·
·· and the UCF c6rnmunity· in .
It's time for us to do what Public
geheral. . .. · /. · ".. · . . . ·. '':.... ·
Enemy told us over the summer- . ·.:..::·-.Please: ke.ep . letters"·'to · a "·
fight the power. Stop allowing
·r:naximum of 300 . wOrds, Sub.: :
ourselves to be used for the benefit · . missions '·. rnY~t be , , typeg ancf
of everyone except ourselves.
:' : . includ~ the author's full namel
When you go to the ballot box, be
signature, major and telephone
like Spike. Do the right thing. : . numbe~. · · · ·:; · · · ·
Don't be led by a handshake and a

•

:·: : ·. .:

•
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Beware of the
Beagle Boys

In the scrubby terrain of the countryside surrounding UCF, an ecological phenomenon is occurring that could alter the ecosystem for years.
Signs posted along Buck Road give the first warnings. They say, "Lost Beagles." Their implication:
The Beagle Boys are on the loose.
The chills of our short winter give way to the
warming sunshine of spring, and in the dusty
fields a cloud rises - its only characteristics an
echoing collective yowl and random floppy ears.
As a pack, their keen senses combine to give
them advantage over the small creatures who feel
their wrath: Frogs, turtles, badgers, opossums,
armadillos, rabbits, squirrels, raccoons and their
favorite prey, cats.
In the short time since the signs have been
posted, the mortality rate among wild cats has
more than doubled, the majority scared to death
by the hell-bent mob.
In their incessant, mischievous frenzy, the
Boys have caused the emotional imbalance of
lesser creatures to skyrocket. Something most be
done to curb their frolicksome threat.
Should you look up one day to see the tornadolike approach of the noisy bandits, take cover.
Find a phone and call animal control.
The Beagle Boys' numbers seem to grow daily.
Reports received so far conflict. Some say there
are six; others report hundreds of the foot-tall,
flop-eared hellraisers.
That the former captors allowed the Boys to
escape is infuriating. It is up to us, the noble
citizenry, to S.T.O.P.P. (Stand Together Opposing
Puppy-Power). Should we fail to end their reign,
the entire population of smaller creatures will
disappear into a sea of beagles. We must end the
rampage of the Beagle Boys.
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Best Fundraisers on Campus!

I

, Is your fraternity, sorority, or club interested in
earning $1,000.00+ for a one-week on-campus marketing project? You must be well-organized and hard working. Call Lisa G. or
Myra at (800) .592-2121 .

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Thanks to everyone who participated in .th e
heart-walk. Regionals are this weekend in
Jacksonville. Next week is queen of hearts
and we are ready to have some fun I Face me n
get ready!

Room for rent - available nowll Own bathroom, washer and dryer. $230. Located In
Winter Park off of Howell Branch. 677-6473.

SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4wheelers, TV's, ste·reos, furniture, computecs by DEA , FBI, JRS,
and US custOl\lS. Available your area now.
Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT. C-1759.

Own your own bedroom and ba1h In a 2bed
2bath townhouse right on Alafaya. Fully furnished, no deposit for phone or electricity, only
$2351month. Call Tony 275-2188.

·.

Excellent word processing 366-0538.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM'AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/Laser printing.

CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring,
Christmas and next summer breaks. Many
positions . Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. S-1153.
(call 7 days a week)

Delta Sigma Pl
Guest speaker this week: Rick Frissler, Eastman Kodak Company. Interested in B-bal II
See steve. Work on those bowel-a-thon
forms I

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair) .Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call (1) 805-687-6000
ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

Phi Delta Theta
The house is looking great! Keep it dean or
you die! Definitely need letters. Congrats to
the new pledge dass. Get your MBO's to
Paxton I

M to share 2bdrm 2bth - Sutton Place on Univ.
Blvd. $270 month. 678-6424.
Need female non-smoker for pri vate room
and bath dose to UCF. $215 ~r month. Call
277-2903.

Hey Sig Eps - you've got our hearts on a string I
We love you! Look out!

i

Furnished room overlooking golf course,
quiet, kitchen facilities, swim pools and other
activities available. Seniors, Graduate students preferred.
Non-smoking. UCF-5
miles. No deposit. $1851mo + 113 utilities.
Available anytime. Please call Shirley at
x5644 or 281-6533 after 4 for appointment

JSU/Hillel
Get involved with Jewish Student Union/Hillel
Programs, mtgs, parties and lots more. M1gs
every other Monday, Rm 214 SC. For more
info call Adam Smith 381-5712.

ATIENTION: EASY WORKI EXCELLENT
PAYI Assemble products at home . Details'(1)
602-838-8885 Ext. W-5780.

Music Recording Society
The Music Recording Society's band "Academic Probation" is having a session tonighl
starting in the studio - FA 115. Regular meeting tomorrow at 6pm. Call Mike for more info
Song Contest ends Feb. 28. Dues may still be
paid to any officer. 275-4n4.

Union Park Area - 212 rondo unit to share.
$245 month 1/2 utilities $150 deposit Fully
furnished call 381-9434 or 380-8927 and ask
for Bruce.

IBM-PC 640K 2, 51/4 drives, monitor, Zucker,
Hercules graphics, IB~ printer driver boards.
Call Bill 282-6740.
.
Long-hair Dachshund puppies A.K.C. $250 8
weeks old 1-24-90. 407-2n-9642.

Female seeks same to share new 2bd/2bth
apt Partly finished washer/dryer ind. 2751
month + 1/2 call 678-6850.

FSLATE
VALENTINE'S DAY BALLOON SALE
Buy your sweetheart or friend a Valentine Dasi
Balloon. Balloons will be available Feb. 12,
13, and 14 in the Education building lobby.

Condo modern 1 Br w/ vertical blinds, ceiling
fans, screened porch, all apps. Nice complex
wt full amenities, great loca1ion 10 min to UCF.
Below market at $39,900 Call owner 2825426.

ATIENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvenes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602·
838-8885 Ext A-5780.

F roommate or a place 10 live 2bdr & 1b. Easy
10 live With. Call 273-9308 Kim.

PONTIAC FIE RO '84. White, 60k m1, 1 owner
excellent cond1uon, AJC, AM/FM, $3000. 3655722.

1 or 2 Bdrm

NEWMAN CLUB invites everyone to:
Movie night Wed.the 7th at 7:30 P.M. Prayer
& scripture Thur. the8that6:30 P.M, Newman
House, 11819 Alafaya Woods Ct.
281-4438
Public Relations
Attention! Students who want to learn more
about the business environment are encouraged to attend. Important meetJng this Tuesday 3:00 P.M. at HFA in room 206. See you

Ap~

walk $285. 851-7235.

:terr'

ATIENTION :EARN MONEY WATCHING
TV! $32,000/year lnrome potential. Details .
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. TV-5780.
ATIENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! $32,000/year income potenual. Del.alls. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. T-5780.

Renault Alliance '83: many new pans, air, 5speed, $800, 678-4199.
87 Ford Taurus 50k miles, 4dr, AM/FM slereo
tape, lllt, cruise, asking $6700 ext. 2769 or
273-8128.

2 bedroom/ 1 bath duplex for rent in UCF area
$475 per month 407-422-5969.
University area brand new 2-room full bath
$325mo 657--0290 or 657-2409.

1987 Toyo1a X-Cab pick-up, 5 speed, AIC,
very good cond1uon. $6200 obo. Ph 657t 468.

1979 VW Scirocco red on black with red mags,
5 speed, AJC. $1500 Ph 657-1468.
1986 Plymou1h Horizon.
make a deal. 851-7617.

I

BEAUTY CONSULTANT

There is a tutorial center available for engineering rore courses in CESA I room 289.
Hours are MTWR 1-7 p.m. and F 1-4 p.m.
Tutor in BASIC, PASCAL , FORTRAN, ADA,
Assembler, Wordstar, DOS, UNIX, data
bases, comp. graphics, and more_ Call 2778980.

Ski Condo Steamboat Springs, CO
Spring break week, 2br, 2ba, sleeps 8 $1225/
week if 8 people $155 ea. 862· 7607.

Happy 18th, Carlll RV

Profes5lonal training,
commission sales, mature person.
407 834-5616 or 407-323-6113.

•Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call DMV Properties Inc. 657-1 967.

Furnished travel trailer available for Christian
female rent free In exchange for light housekeeping and babysmmg duties par! ume. 3658527.

Word processing/Spreadsheets
I can do resumes, theses papers, manuals,
research papers, etc ...on my IBM PS/2 & HP
Lasarjet printer. Pick-up and delivery: call
Julie 679-6092.

I._- '~. . .; .~. ;.; ;.:. .:. ; ;.~;.;.;.;. ; . ;.;. . ;.;. ;. .; .;.;. __~

Is 11 True? . . . Jeeps for $44
through the Government? Call
for factsl 1-708-742-1142
Ext 689

College Democrats
Meer every Tuesday a15:00 P.M. 1n the SOL.
For info call Ray at 281-6640.

KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .2512.50 678-6735

EASY WORK, EXCELLENT PAYI
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME
CALL FOR INFORMATION
504-641 -8003 EXT. 2568.

The office of minority engineering services is
presently looking for tutors to work in the
minority engineenng lab. Please call Periee
DaVls a1 281-5483 or stop by CEBA I 287A for
an applicauon.

Male roommate needed to share 3bdr/2 bath
duplex, $1751monlh + 113 utJI. Call 273-6384 .
Ask for Phil.

UCF Indian Students Association
General meeting lots ro discuss including up
coming picnic. All are welcome. Time: 3:00
PM Date: Feb. 9, 1990. Place: CB1157. Contact: Sumesh 678-5887 or x.2416.

National marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with eaming potential to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized. hardworking, and moneymotivated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 5922121.

Motivated sellers: Chancellors Row
Two story townhouse 2bdrm 2 1/2 bath. All
appliances incl. Pool & tennis courts. $6000
down assume mortgage. Call 423-8561 day,
281-7668 eve.

Christian Female Roommate Wanted for fall
'90 for dorm. Please call before Feb. 13. 2754761.

Environmental Society
Lecture - Dr. Ehrhart will give a presentation
on sea turtles at 5:30pm in the in Student
Center Room 214. Everyone is welcome to
aaend.

*

Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
Aloma#211 671-4414.

.

Roommate, own bedroom $150 + 113 ut/mo.
Walk to UCF. Call 380-2573.

*

Fast Professional Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

Good condiuon,

Female baby-smer needed 365-1299 Th 6-1 o
P.M., al emate Sat. mghts. 9 yr old girl,
Alafaya Wds. $50lmonth.

Brett,
How dare you go to the mall with Bunny?! Just
take that bimbo to see the syndicate tonight
instead of me.
Barbi

Research papers, 18,278 available! Catalog
2 00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 351 -0222, ext.
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

Emma,
Wednesday night was great. It was
good to see you and just talk about
everything. You have a gift of caring for this
world and I know you'll achieve all your
goals.I hope our schedules will let us get
together for a date some time soon. I had a
GREAT lesson today! I think rve finally
started the climb up from that vally I told you
about and 1t feels great! lrs getting late. I'll
see you soon. Take care and God Bless.

Child care in my home reasonable rates meals
inc. 679-7833 671-4595 ·Dean and Universityarea.

Eight more days ·til Valentine's!!
Little Brat

,

x.
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BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 12

,

Jorge AlvarezJCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Steve McClellan attempts to break up the double play that ends the fourth ihning.
FIT shortstop Carlos Morales avoids McClellan's slide to complete the play.

on ground balls. The other two outs
were pop ups to first.
Bergman did not express concern
over the Knights' errors. Martinez's
error in the fourth inning was on a
· sharply hit grounder and Jeff Lane's
error in the second was on a bad
bounce.
But UCF's inability to generate offense caused him grief.
"Except for Turner and Martinez, no
one else played," Bergman said. ''When
they give you all the opportunities to
score and you don't, that's really bad.
''They [FIT] played hard and deserved to win. That's to their credit.
They made a couple ofreal fine defensive plays and got some clutch hits.
That's what its all about."
UCF finally scored in the seventh
inning. Lane and Mike Josephina led

off with walks. Martinez's single
loaded the bases.
The first run scored on Bobby Kiser's
walk. After Jim Crone popped out,
Marc LeClerc drove a deep fly ball to
centerfield driving in Josephina and
Martinez, who tagged up.
The rally ended abruptly when FIT
pitcher Paul Handly threw to second on .
an appeal and Kiser was -called out.
"We appealed at second because the
runner on second [Josephina] left
early," FIT Coach Les Hall said. "The
shortstop caught the ball and tagged
Kiser and he was called out. I didn't
even look at Kiser," he continued.
Knights Notes: It was Boone High
School Day. Before the game, former
Boone stars Ron Karkovic of the Chicago White Sox and Joe Oliver of the
Cinncinnati Reds were honored. UCF
plays a three-game seri~s against
Western Kentucky beginning Friday
night and face Miami next Sunday.

were majoring

•

in aspecial subject.
\Du.
Get rcac(l to Hl for on(l' I 18 mundtrip-tw1ct• hoo ·cfrom many ufthe
mure tb,m I 0 orthu''' t Air/mes cities m the ./8 wntig11011; 'nircd. tt1fe_,,

You're part of a special group

of people.
So we've created special
privileges with you in mind.

Am1.:rican Turprc. s
Srndent Ai1fare

!118

D.~y or 111ght,
u •'re hen· to <lll 1..•er
questions or
hc•lp you m ~n
cm agency.

Exd1mve discounts, artzcft•s, profiles
... American Express Card co NECTIONS zs the
magazme designed especially for srudmts.

• Ifsomethmg you 1ust bought ts accidentally
damaged, lost or stolen-no problem. ju t about
everything you buy wllh thL' Card is protected.

The tough assignments and long
nights of college will soon pay off.
In fact, the) already ha e.
A a student with a bright
future, you're eligible for American
Express Cardmembership nov.~
You see, we believe in your potential.
That's why we've made it easier
for you to qualify for the Card on
your own, even if you don't have a job.
And by becoming a Cardmember now, you can take advantage
of the exclusive Northwest student
travel privilege pictured here.
The fact is, we've added special
student benefits like these because
we're dedicated to serving our
Card members.
So apply nmv. About six weeks
after the Card arrives, you'll receive
your Northwest travel certificates~
Call today. We' re looking forward to welcoming one of our most
important Cardmembers. You.

Membership Has Its Privileges

APPLY NOW:

~~0
e 11 SERVICES

1-800-446-5389,

An "'"""""" Etcp(e5S company

~

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

*If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question on this program, please send your written question, a copy of your student ID and class schedule to: American Express, P .O. Bo.x 35029, Attn:
Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may
be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not always be available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date. Travel may not be
available between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout dates
and other restrictions may a{?ply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-446-5389. © 1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS

CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.
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Your · time is precious.
And so are the lives you could save.
Give us a little of your time.
Volunteer with the Red Cross.
Call 894-4141 for more information:

1!!BITIDI SBllDIS 111·
IENIOD ()LASS. . .K SPECIAL

1 . - Soffcover Classbook
4 - Porrrair Poses
for onl~ $5 .oo
This offer good only if you sign up during the
week of Feb. 5th.

This ls
. , No Way To
'~.Take Your
~
LSAT

Sign-ups Feb. 5 &6 from 9am to 4pm at all campus
Student Government offices.

Snow up ( poi-ti-ai,ts taFt,en)

I

t.

MAIN CAMPUS: Feb.12 & 13

J!

If ynu \T ct your s1gh1<.. Pn l.1\~ ~, .t· 111: 11~ "11· .... 1111 hrt1cr l_\,,\'I
prcparn11on than Stanley H l(.1pian
Our L<;/\T prep tn ur~t· will open }'Olli rye.., w11h ..,u11r · ra1:-.ing
strategics and techniques We 'll help you m.... in 1'\•crything 110111
Analyttcal Reasoning to Reading Comprehension
Our classes arc live - and hvcly. All our class and study
material 1s hased on 1he "new" LSAT And you can review lessons.
and gee add111onal help as-needed m our TEST· n-lAPF. lah, open
·days. evenings and weekends for your convenience
Visit our Center today and sec for yourself
And wa1ch the scales tip m yqur favor

SOUTH ORLANDO: Feb.14
BREVARD: Feb.15
DAYTONA: Feb.16
Portrait hours on all campuses from
8am-12pm and 1pm to Spm

! STANLEY H. KAPIAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chan c

.•

DRESS APPROPRIATELY FDR YOUR PRDTDI ·

2238 Winter Woods Blvd. Winter P rk. Fl
(407) 678-8400
CLASSES FORMING NOVV!

Q

FUNDAY

'-fnsney World/Epcot
depart lOam
$21.10 tax included
DriversLicense or
lle e ID
Omega Psi Phi Jam
SCA9 m.
4church Service:
Mt. Zion Missionary
Baptist Church
de rt lOam
OMSS Fashion Show
UCFTheatre 7pm.

11 ·
Church Service:
Shiloh Baptist
Church depart lOam
Guest Speaker
Alzo Reddick
opic"Black Cowboys"
UDR5 rn

•

'I
I
I
I

18
Church Service:
Nine·Ten
depart lOam

25

•

1~ MOVIE
~he's Gotto

12
'Tribute to Afriean
American
Contributert1"
SCA 12pm.

19
Kappa Alpha Psi/AASU
"Black History Trivia
Contest"
Co~mons6pm

26

.

llave It"

'Cry Freedom"
Wild Pizza 7pm
Rap Session
Aparthied in
South Africa
following movie

FAMU/UCF

Basketball
Grune

*21
22
''Picture Day"

MOVIE

African Attire(if
possible) in front of
reflecting pond 12 noon

*28

-

16

Phi Beta Sigma
Step Show and Party

Kappa Alpha Psi
. "KOMFORT"

23

.

..

9pm-2am ·
Multipurpose Room
Roses/Pictures
will be sold

17 RASU
Talent

Show
SCA 7pm

24

..

Miss AA.SU

"ii

J?age.mmi.t .

,.

SCA 8pm

I·
I

I

H};'~:Irn

'Naillol!Ull.Il Fame 1201 -c Bru to n Blv d·
'Gra d uate Impacf"
11-Q...-"
M en w/ID
ot0miC1ai
r"'®A"".11.
'
Commons 7pm
· SCA 5pm
Texturizer I Haircut
$25.00
7.00
~
...l...QQ.
$20.00 6.oo
.

AASU

igma Gamma Rho Ste
Show /Party 9pm Gym

27

•·

I

pealter of the Mont
Julian Bond
UDR4-6prn

10
alentine's Party

Meeting
6pm SOL

15

Commons 7pm.
Rap Session
Male/Female
relationships following "The .!111 New Dating
movie
Game Commons 7pm.

20

9

8

Phi Beta Sigma
"Smoker"

Commons 7pm.
Rap Session
Racism
following movie

•

II
I

*7

MOVIE
''Betrayed"

Church Service:
Frontline Outreach
Center
depart lOam

I

6

5

-

" .

:
*Wednesdays
AASU
T-Shirt Day

African American
Student Union
S.C. Rm.225
275.2450

!~
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Mary·is the victim

of an. epidemic•••
The greatest crippler and killer in the natiott •
It's called "drinking and driving."
Mary was crippled for life in an auto accident.
The driver of the other car was driving after
"just a few drinks." But they were enough
to cause a mistake in judgement. And
now Mary can't walk. She is only
one of over soo,ooo' people injured
or killed each year in an auto
accident involving drinking drivers.

Don't drink and drive.
The next Mary could be you.

•

START YOUR SPRING BREAK TAN NOW!
Wolff System Tanning at

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON Where The $unAlways Shines!

•

i;::--:;~~---iiiiiiiiiiiiii~

·-·-·····-···

; Buy 5 Visits :
·• Get 5 .Free! •I
!I

; $29.95 ;
I
I

~=m:=BI

Sign up a friend and get 2
visits free!

I
I

·-----------·

Tower Place, 10376 E. Colonial Dr., 282-6042

9{MLS'BYJOY'C'EJJ8f}JC)'!J{I'.Hl~

Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.,
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.Sun. Noon -6:00 p.m.
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PREVIEW

Bergman said Kiser might
play
some at first base or as the
FROM PAGE 12
designated hitter.
The Knights will return
set a school record.
Steve McClellan (.283, 23
"When you look at the stats, RBI's) at first andJeffLane at
he pitched better than Ahem second. The left side of the inand Polak," pitching coach field will have newcomer Ernie
Mike Maack said.
Martinez at third base and
The bulk of the bullpen Stanley Palm at shortstop.
chores will be handled by new- Martinez, a junior college
comers Laurence Heisler, transfer, is expected to help
Brian Huie and Todd Affri- supply power and can also hit
cano. How does this staff com- for average. Berman also ex- .
pare to last year's?
pects freshman Chip Hummell
"It's hard to tell. Right now to play an important role.
we have good pitchers with
In the outfield, Jim Crone
little experience," Bergman and Mike Josephina return as
said. "We'll have to see how starters. Both players started
strongly last year but slumped
quick they can learn."
If the quality of pitching is near the end of the year. Crone
still a mystery, Bergman read- became a long-ball threat last
ily expects his team to be bet- year as his seven home runs
ter hitting despite losing three doubled his career total. He
off the team's top hitters.
had six home runs after two
"We never reached our po- years. Crone finished second
tential [last year]," Bergman with 32 RBI's.
Josephina proved to be a
said.
The Knights lose third base- good addition in his first year.
man Randy Kotchman, who He led the Knights in hitting
led the Knights with a .306 most of the year before finishbatting average, shortstop ing with a .296 average. He
Carlos Agurto (.297) and gives the Knights speed on the
leftfielder Curtis Latzo (.283). bases and his speed allows him
Leading the Knights' attack to cover a lot of ground in cenis senior catcher Bobby Kiser. terfield. His 19-game hitting
He led the Knights with 8 streak tied a school record.
Freshman Chip Mottola,
home runs, 38 RBI's and 12
doubles. However, by his stan- whose ninth-inning home run
dards it was an off year. His gave UCF the victory last fall
.270 batting average was 80 over the Senior League
points below his average after Orlando Juice in an exhibition
two years. But he proved to be game, figures to be one of the
a clutch hitter. He hit a ninth- top newcomers. Marc LeClerc
inning home run early in the gives UCF outfield depth.
year against Oklahoma, then Bergman said he does not
ranked 20th in the nation. He expect to platoon like he did
also hit two home runs in the last season.
playoffs.
The key for the season will
"He just tried too hard," be how fast the pitching develBergman said. "It happens to a ops. UCF plays a tough schedlot of players."
ule with games against Miami,
With the improvement of Florida, Oklahoma and Long
backup Damion Torino, Beach State.

CHESTER AND DIANE BECAME
HEROES WITH A SINGLE
CALL.

One Sunday
afternoon,
Chester and Diane Jarnigan
were out for a drive. They
passed a car stoppe<;i by
"the woods on the side of
the road and they smelled
trouble.
Sure enough, they saw
someone jump into the car
as it sped off. And they
saw ·smoke rising from the
roadbank.
A few minutes later,
Chester and Diane spotted
the same car again. And as

before, it pulled out
quickly, leaving another
fire.
This time they got the
car's tag number and went
to the police. Later their
testimony helped convict
two criminals of wood
.arson. Super job, Chester
and Diane!
If you see any suspicious activity in or around
your forests, call your local
forestry agency. Together,
we'll keep our forests safe.
That's the American way!

The United States Department of Agriculture and the Southern Group of State FOl'e&ters
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Pitching will
decide season

UCF rallies in 9th
but loses to FIT
by Roy Fuoco

by Roy Fuoco

CENTRAL FLORI DA FU TURE

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

You can title the UCF baseball t eam's opening day
loss to Florida Institute of Technology as How t o
Squander Opportunities.
The Knights failed to capitalize on 10 walks given
up by Panther pitchers in losing, 8-4, in 10 innings
Sunday afternoon.
In the first six innings, UCF loaded the bases twice
and had runners on first and third in the first inning
but failed to score.
The Knights could get only one hit, Ernie
Martinez's first inning double, against FIT starter
Tom Finney.
"Everyone came up with opportunities and tried
too hard. They weren't waiting for their pitch. You
have to be patient," Martinez said.
Martinez, a transfer from Brevard Community
College, provided Coach Jay Bergman with one of the
few bright spots of the afternoon. His ninth inning
home run with two outs sent the game into extra
innings. For the afternoon, he had three dfUCF's four
hits.
With the game tied at four, FIT scored four runs in
the top oflOth inning. Relief pitcher Laurence Heisler (0-1) struck out leadoffbatter Charles Dwyer. But
the ball bounced past catcher Damian Torino and
Dwyer took first base.
Three consecutive singles scored and a sacrifice fly
scored three runs. The final run scored on Torino's
errant throw to second allowing the runner on third
to score.
·
All of FIT's eight runs were unearned. In the
second and fourth innings, the first runner reached
base on errors.
Had the errors not occurred, the third out would

Jorge AlvarezJCENTRAL FLORIUA FUTURE

UCF pitcher Brandon Turner releases the ball during
the Knights' season-opener against FIT Sunday.

have come before damage could be done.
In the second inning, FIT loaded the bases with no
outs. The next two batters hit ground balls to set up
force outs at the plate.
But freshman Charles Dwyer's two-out single
scored two runs. Dwyer went 2-for-5 and drove in two
runs.
After FIT's two-run fourth inning, starting pitcher
Brandon Turner a11owed one hit over the next five
innings. That batter was quickly picked off.
FIT made all but two of its 27 outs against Turner
see BASEBALL page 9

During Jay Bergman's reign as UCF's baseball
coach, his teams were always good hitting teams, but
quality pitching was sometimes in short supply.
Last year was different. The Knights hit well
enough to win, but it was the pitching staff which led
the Knights to their first post-season appearance.
They finished third in regionals held in Gainesville.
Last year the Knights (42-22) hit .274 has a team
and scored 378 runs. This compares with 388 runs
and a .293 batting average in 1988 and 466 runs with
a .310 batting average in 1987. However, the team
ERA dropped from 5.09 and 3.91 in 1987 and 1988,
respectively, to 2.91 in 1989.
UCF's ability to equal last year's achievement of
making the playoffs may rest on how well it replaces
its top pitchers from last year, Brian Ahern and Rich
Polak.
The Kansas City Royals drafted Ahern, who had
one year of eligibility left, in the fifth round, and the
New York Yankees picked Polak in the 20th. Ahern
led UCF with 10 victories to go with a 2.15 ERA and
set many pitching records in his three years. Pollak
finished with a 2.26 ERA to go with his 6-2 record.
Bergman must also replace David Goins, his top
lefthanded starter, and Jimmy Still, one of his top
relievers last year. The two players are ineligible.
But as always, Bergman is optimistic about his
staff. He will use a rotation of Brandon Turner, Elton
Barks, Anthony Laszaic and Hubbard. Turner blossomed into a top pitcher last year lowering his ERA
to 2.02 after posting ERA's of 4.54 and 4.87 his first
two seasons. His ERA ranked 19th in the nation and
see PREVIEW page 11

Knights lose to Tars
in inal seconds, 64-62
by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Running Knights lost a close
basketball game to the Rollins Tars,
64-62 in a packed UCF gymnasium
Wednesday night.
The Knights scrapped with the Tars
before 1,786fans that were evenly split
on their support between the Knights
and cross-town Tars.
The Knights had a chance to win the
game in the final seconds when they
found themselves down by two points
with 10 ticks left on the clock.
They went for the victory by taking
a three point shot that came from Edsel
Bester.
"The shot was our third option in
that play. The inbound pass went to
Vernon (Pinkney) for a three point shot
if it was open. We had Kenny (Leeks)
posted up [for a two point shot] and Ed
was our third choice," coach Joe Dean
said.
Bester had helped the Knights come
back from a 10 point deficit midway
through the second half by contributing some tough defense and sorely
needed offense.
In the last play Bester was set up in
the left corner just behind the three
point line. His shot seemed to be right
on the mark but rimmed out for the
exciting finish .
"I thought it was going in. It was a
good shot to take as far ·a s shot selection
goes, but it just came off the rim. What
can you say?" Bester said.
The loss brings the Knights' record
t o 3-16, compared to Rollins' 16-3.
The Tars, members of the Div. II
Sunshine State Conference, are the
nation's top shooting team in Div II.
They lead the nation in field goal
percentage (55.2) and free throw percentage (77 .9).
They are also third in the n ation in

three point percentage (4 7.4).
"We didn't shoot as well tonight as
we usually do. I credit that to UCF's
tough defense and to the refs who let
both teams bang around a little. Division I officials let you play more physically than in Division II," Rollins'
coach Tom Klusman said.
The Knights played spirited defense that held Rollins' All-American
candidate Sam Arterburn to a sub-par
game.
Arterburn is 11th in Div. II in scoring with 24.8 points per game, and
ranked tenth in free throw percentage
(105of114 or 92.1 percent).
"We talked about stopping layups in
the game and we did that. Our players
work so hard but just can't get over the
hump," Dean said.
Despite the loss, Dean was pleased
that UCF had strong support during
the trying season.
"A crowd like this gives us a big
emotional lift. I thank the students
and the team appreciates that they
have not quit on us," Dean said.
The Knights lost more than the
game as starting guard Anthony Haynes broke a finger on his right (shooting) hand and will be out for a few
weeks.
The Knights may return Tom
Tormohlen to the lineup soon. He has
been sidelined with a knee injury. If
his rehabilitation continues he will
return to the lineup in time for the
rematch with Florida A&M, Feb. 15:
Andre Green also returns t o the
lineup after visiting his ailing father
in Washington , D.C.
UCF and Rollins will play two
more times. The American South Conference rule that prevents member
schools from playing non-Div. I teams
states that no new contracts can be
signed. Two years remain on the UCFRollins contract.

•

.,
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Mike Boles (left) and Ross Breunig sandwich Rollins center Sam Arterburn as he
prepares to take a shot in the Knights' 64-62 loss to the Tars Wednesday night.

